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MDSL1200

Soft-Touch Leg Rest
Two position foot/leg rest helps to  
alleviate knee and back discomfort.  
Ideal for people with back, leg or foot  
pain and for people in wheelchairs who  
need to readjust their sitting position  
often in order to increase comfort and  
reduce the risk of pressure sores. 

Big Lamp Switch
Big three-spoked knob creates 
more leverage and enables a 
person to turn lamp switches 
on and off with greater ease.

Household

Item Number Description 

Household Items
MDS86031RCE Medline Ultra Reacher

MDSF70417 Leg Loop™ Leg Lift 

MDS6800BA Bed Assist Bar

MDSH76447 Bed Rope Ladder

MDS754140111 Big Lamp Switch

MDSSWIVELW Swivel seat

MDS766300000 Soft Touch Tuffet Foot/Leg Rest

MDSL1700 Door Knob Extender 

MDSSTICK  Stick-to-Stand System

Not Pictured
MDS754120000 Key Holders (2 Keys)

MDS754120004 Key Holders (4 Keys)

MDS754110000 Key Turner

MDS754121000 Hole-In-One Key Holder

MDS754190052 Door Knob Gripper

MDS753370010 Ergonomic Box Opener, Yellow

MDS754141000 Light Switch Lever

Door Knob  
Extender
Converts a doorknob into a  
door lever providing extra  
leverage, making it easier  
for people with limited hand  
function to open doors.

Leg Loop™ Leg Lift
Foot loop stays open making  
it easier to position over foot, then 
closes when strap is pulled. Assists 
people with limited lower extremity 
strength to lift the leg and foot onto  
a wheelchair footrest, bed, into  
a car, etc. Rigid middle section  
allows for easy maneuverability.  
36" (91.4 cm) in length.

Medline Ultra Reacher
Product is specially designed with a full hand grip 
allowing the use of all four fingers for greater grip 
strength. Plus, non-slip rubber tabs over compos-
ite jaws latch onto items more securely. Weighs 
only 14 oz with a reach of 31" (79 cm). 

Bed Assist Bar
Built to last, featuring a soft 
grip for comfort, pocket 
for handy storage and full 
length legs and straps  
for added safety. Sturdily 
constructed bar offers quick 
and easy tool-free assembly.

Bed Rope Ladder
Helps people who have 
trouble getting up in bed  
to pull them into a sitting 
position. Ladder attaches  
to the bed frame and consists 
of five plastic rungs. Total 
length is 57-3⁄8" (145.7 cm).

Stick-to-Stand System
Measuring stick ensures that  
adjustable furniture (beds, chairs,  
commodes, etc.) is set at the  
correct height reducing the risk  
of falls. The Stick-to-Stand System 
enables you to correctly measure  
a person’s lower leg length and  
then, without having to do any  
math, determine the correct 
 furniture height for the individual  
by simply following the color  
coded lines on the stick.

Swivel Seat
Removable machine washable cover.  
Slip resistant base provides security.
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